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era-appropriate diction in German literature. Specifically, this research paper will focus
on literature from the Baroque, Classical, Romantic, and twentieth century eras.
--

According to Richard Miller, many English-speaking singers find the German
language challenging. In his book, National Schools ofSinging, Miller explains German
is often neglected due to "the high occurrence of cumulative consonant clusters," which
"complicates the flow of vocal tone" (Miller 2002, 180). Additionally, German contains
many mixed vowels, which can further complicate accurate pronunciation.
Today's singing practice typically follows the pronunciation norms found in
Hochdeutsch, or Standard German, which is the standard for modem-day news
broadcasting and theater (Johnston 2011, 133). Historically, High German has undergone
changes since it was first developed. According to Germanic language scholar Ruth
Sanders, the well-established High German "learned some local words and took on a
local [Prussian] accent" prior to the historic formation of the Second German Empire
(1871-1918) (Sanders 2010, 157). This subtle influence could have shaped the current
iteration of High German as different from the way it sounded prior to 1871. This period
of change could have affected poetry from the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries,
which could impact performances of works by composers from this time such as Hugo
Wolf (1860-1903).
Another factor influencing accurate historical diction is the connection to vocal
pedagogy. In National Schools ofSinging, Richard Miller notes that the German school
of singing tends to favor a fixed position of the mouth and pharynx regarding vowels
(Miller 2002, 46). Furthermore, there are examples in the nineteenth century of German
composers discriminating between the Italian and German singing aesthetic. Johann
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Figure 1. Cardinal Vowels (Crystal 2008, 66)
Front/back addresses the movement of the tongue toward the front or the back of
the mouth. As illustrated in Figure 1, the frontmost vowel is /i/ as in "see," and the
backmost vowel is /u/ as in "moon." Bright/dark parallels front/back, but it can also be
used to describe the coloration of specific vowels, such as the difference between bright
/a/ and dark /a/. Tongue/lip refers to the primary articulators involved in specific vowel
production. For example, /i/ is a vowel that is affected by the movement of the tongue
toward the roof of the mouth, and /u/ is a vowel that is affected by the rounding of the
lips. Simultaneous placement of the tongue and lips produces mixed vowels, which will
be addressed next.
While IPA is a useful tool, it should be noted that phonetic transcription cannot
account for all the complexities of a language. In his article, "Phonetic transcription-
what it doesn't tell us," Leslie De'Ath examines IPA from a pedagogical and linguistic
perspective and notes that phonetic transcription cannot account for "articulation changes
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In addition to the placement of the stress, a key component to the embodiment of
the text is the expression of the words. For example, the first two words of the poem are
--

"Laue Sommemacht," which translate to "balmy summer night." If taking the artistic
approach found in declamatory singing, the performer would apply emphasis to the word
"Sommemacht" in such a way that suggests a balminess to the word. This may include a
larger stress on the first syllable, "Som-," and a decrescendo on the final syllable,
"nacht." The same exercise can be applied to any word in the phrase provided that the
words being emphasized bear poetic importance.
In conclusion, Standard German had largely been codified throughout the
Romantic Era, but the nuances of diction for singing were still contested among
composers and singers. Much of this was due to the rise in Nationalistic views on
German pronunciation, which formed a foundation through declamation at the beginning
of the nineteenth century. While the imitation of declamatory singing could have
negative impacts on bel canto technique, there are benefits to its application in poetic
interpretation and dramatization in performance. Remnants of this singing practice saw a
reprise in the twentieth century with the works of Arnold Schoenberg.

